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In thi s pcv;)er we hope to demonstrate t he present i mportance and future 

implications of ventilation heat loss in domestic premises. Having stated 

and amplified the problem \,1e ,./ill discuss, firstly, the mechanisms and 

pathways of ventilation, secondly, ",ays of controlling ventilation, thirdly, 

ways of measuring ventilation rates by both manual and automated methods. 

In conclusion we shall discuss some experimental results obtained in 

the SEGAS Test House particularly those relating to the impact of mechanical 

ventilation systems on the house ventilation rate. Along the way relevant 

literature vnll be reviewed and the essential minimQ~ number of definitions 

necessary for r:rutual understanding viill be given. 

TERMINOLOGY 

To assess ventilation heat loss it is essential to knovl the ventilation 

rate. Throughout this paper ventilation rate means - THE RATE AT mnCH AIR 

ENTERS THE IXV'SLLING FRm~ OUTSIDE this is sometimes known as the Fresh Air 

Infiltration rate. Some confusion arises over the term Air Change Rate. 

Ventilation Rate and Air Change Rate are synonymous in a single celled 

dwelling. In a multi-celled d\'lelling the air in any cell may change 

because of its interaction with another part of the dwelling in addition 

to or to the exclusion of its interaction 1-nth the outside air. 

He designate as natural ventilation - ventilation induced by natural 

forces, wind effect, stack effect etc. l[jechanical ventilation is that 

produced by me ch ani cal means. 

The IHVE Guide (1) in common with the ASHRAE handbook of fundamentals (2) 

defines infiltration to be ventilation through gaps and cracks in the 

structure and natural ventilation to be the change of air vIi thin an enclosure 

vnthout the interference of the inhabitants, or inhabitant induced air 

infiltration. These varying definitions Can cause confusion in the 

literature of the subject. 

Having defined ventilation, heat loss remains misleading . The heat 

lost is determined by the volume of air that leaves the a"lelling multiplied 

by the average internal-external temperature differential and the specific 

heat of air. The manifestation of the heat loss is as the increased loading 

placed upon the central boiler or the individual emitters in a heating system, 

\"hich must supply heat to warm the air'1'lhich enters the dl"elling to replace 

or eject that ,·Thi ch was lost. Locally concentrated air infiltrations, 

draughts" or excessively ventilated rooms may affect heating system controls . 
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Pat'-3.1)hrasin,~ i'T m:ton and ignorin:'7 volu!:1e corrections ~-re ca.n say "l-rhat 

t,;oes out conos i~1rr. Ventilatior :1eat 103s is better appreciated as 

ventile.tion heat loadinr,-. He shall seo later that most common methods 

of measurinG" ventilation rate involve rletermining n:fuat comes in". ~le 

shall see later too that air often enters the lONer floor of a t~\]O-

storey d~ .. ellin[: and leaves by the upper floor. The incoming air needs 

to be heated to average dmmstairs ter:rperature. The positive factor is 

that in leaving by the generally cooler upper rooms the heat demand from 

the upstairs emitters is lessened. The negative aspect is that should the 

control system not be able to benefit from this,the upper rooms may overheat. 

A knm-Jledge of ventilation rates is essential in designing a heating 

system since if design temperatures cannot be maintained due to excessive 

ventilation then ventilation heat loss becomes uncomfortably understandable. 

THE IMPORTAHC:S OF VENTILATIOn HE;AT LOSS 

'i~e are concerned here vii th houses rather than flats or tOi-rer blocks. 

Houses constitute about 3057. of the total (belling s, The heating of 

houses consumes roughly one eighth of the Nation's ~~ual energy output. 

It is instructive to consider the m~~tude of ventilation heat loss using 

as our guide the Building Research :2staolishment figures in Digest 190, 

"Heat Loss from Thtrellings". This calculation assumes a typical detached 

house vTitli typical U values for floors, "taIls and ceiling and assumes 

aver~~e prevailing weather conditions. The mean outSide/inside temperature 

differential is taken to be 7°C. 

~1ith these assumptions the total fabric heat loss, FHL, is 55 GJ. 

Assuming a ventilation rate of 2 per hour, the ventilation heat loss, VHL, 

is 21 GJ. This represents a probable Horst case of an expos-ed house 

since ventilation rates are more normally around 1 h-1 • In most parts 

of the country the sun, though not ahrays clearly visible,ioes aid the 

heating process. p~ average heating season solar gain is 15 GJ. 

these circt.lJ:lstances VEL constitutes 34~ of the total. 

Under 

Insulation of the loft space brinr,;s a reduction in :5'HL of 9 GJ and so 

rai ses VEL to '1D). of the total. Cavi ty insulation can save 17 GJ per 

season and raise VEL to 60;': of the totc:.l. Lastly, double glazing throughout 

our typical house further reduces FHL b~{ 7GJ and elevates ~nIL to 75% of the 

total heat loss of the dvJelling. T-Netl if ,Ie reduce the ventilation rate 

to 1 h-1 in our super insulated typical house VHL is still 59% of total heat 

loss. 



.t..s ener,--;,r c(')l1sciousness grOi'lS arl'l S"t2.nc..ards of insulation ir.1prove 

vr-:ntilation heat loss aSS11!':1eS an ever ,';Tc:ltcr i!7lportancc. 

Because 'JIIL is sttch a large contri ~J.tor to the tota.l enerGY demand 

for 10'." ener"'-;-~r ~10u se s then any assessncnt of its ;;Jagni tude c;.cncnds on a 

secure knoHlec'.r;e of t!1e ventilation r:::.tc. This can be obtc.inc(1. by guess 

llork, prediction or measurement. Prediction techniquen need measurements 

for validation and measurements need predictions for guid.ance. Our \.fork at 

SJ;GAS is concerned ~'lith asse13sment of ventilation, l'1'hilst at \'latson House our 

values along \.n th others are used to refine predictive techniques (3). 

To understand ventilation heat loss an important pre-requisite is to 

understand ventilation rate. The rest of this paper illustrates attempts 

to do this. 

NOT THE PRO 3L:8[r 

Ventilation is necessary for the quality of the indoor environment. 

Fresh air ensures the safe operation of gas burning appliances and contributes 

to the health, safety and comfort of the building occupants. In Svleden 

ventilation is needed to reduce the level of radio-activity from concrete 

used in buildinGs (4). Ventilation controls the level of indoor pollutants, 

bodily odours, Cigarette smoke, l'/ater vapour. ',Je are not concerned, in this 

paper. Hi th ventilation to meet these needs or ,.n. th Regulations or Recommendations 

regarding the provision of ventilators. 

lCSCHAlHS1,rS OF VSHTILATIOlT 

Flo1'l results from pressure differences and these arise from 2 prinCipal 

Causes. Firstly, the stack effect, bouyancy effect or temperature differential 

effect l-mich is due to the masS difference of an equivalent colunm of air at 

the mean internal temperature and the e:dernal temperature. The generated 

pressure is a function of the temperature difference and the vertical height 

of air column behleen lOHer and upper openings. The stack effect may operate 

vd thin a room if openings exist near floor and ceiling level. Stack effect 

causes air to enter the lower floor and leave the upper floor. This is 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

Secondly, the wind effect. The pressure in this case arises from the 

mean velocity of air impinging on the building S11rface. The pressure is 

proportional to the squared velOCity. The flow of air around a building is 

complex but reasonably similar for all .rind speeds so the presS11re can be 

expressed in the form of a coefficient; Cp. The value of Cp depends on the 
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'.-lind direction and the degree of s:-tel tor or exposure of the site. The Hind 

effect causes Q,ir to enter the house throu{;h openings on the ,:indHard side 

and to leave tl1rough opening's on the leei'Tard. Any obstructions 'oet,<1een,such 

as internal doors ~'lill only interfere Hi th this process if the openings around 

them are smn.ll compared ld th the exterrml ones. 

fit loosely. 

In general internal doors 

In reality the 'trind and stack effects act in concert and tend to 

enhance and. yet oppose each other. On the 10'1'181' lee':Taro and upper ,·rindioIard 

sides they oppose, on the lmoIer 't·rindHard and upper leeward theyenhancc. At 

the positive extremes of either effect it dominates the ventilation mechanisms. 

At 10111 i-rind speeds, ventilation is virttmlly independent of "rind speed. It 

is difficult to sNitch off the ,·reather but by building a house in an environmental' 

chamber it \'las shovID that stack effect ':Jas, in the absence of i'rind, proportional 

to temperature aifferential, but that at zero differential the ventilation ,·ras 

sm;;>.ll but non-zero (5). 

There is an. 

ventilation. 

other ill-investiga.ted and unquantified mechanisms of 

This is due to the turbulent nature of air flow near 

building openinp:s, Nhich causes instantaneous pressure 

differences e.rising from the varying nature of the ,·rind. This may be 

illustrated cy the example of a terrace of houses i·ri th the ';rind along the 

terrace. The pressure coefficients on the ti-JO faces are identical but 

instantaneous fluctuations in pressure cause flov1 into a..'1d out of the houses. 

PATHTdAYS OF V~'lTILATIOn 

In thi s section He look at the nature of the opening'S through which flm-r 

may occur into or out of the house. 

The t~rpec of openings fall into the follovring cater;'ories:-

Flues 

Purpose Provided Ventilators 

Gans Around ~oom Openings 

',acbvound Areas 

bric::: chimneys, flues for gas appliances, 
;:ater heaters, boilers etc. 

such as those installed to meet 
Building or Gas Safety ~egulations 

- doors, \'lindO'.·[s etc. 

cracl::J in the 'oui lc~inc f2.'ori c gaps 
a.round electrical conduits, service 
l1incs, skirting boards, ill-fitting 
j 0 i st s , et c • 
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In this countr~r He are the vj ctiris of our o\-m history 2-'1d traditions, fron 

fi res in t:b.c middle of the floor throuGh huge open fire places to bri ck chimneys 

and coal .... 
.1.~res. 

The ventilation induced by a. heated chimney could be as high as ;~ or 

5 a.c.h.; tmmrcls achieving this rate ill-fitting doors and Hindows made a 

great contribution. Hi thout this large open area to ensure sufficient flovl 

the coal fire could not function properly. In our energy-conscious times 

ill-fitting doors and windows are our iru1erited legacy. Our standards for neH 

installations do not offer r:ruoh h01'e, in contrast to our European nei,r:hbours ("'). 

The SHedes are investigating the extreme of building their houses with an integral 

imperneable membrane and suppl~~ng all air requirements by mechanicttl means (7). 
Figure 2 compares the leakiness in a pressurisation test, of the S~GP.S house to 

that of a Belgian, a SvJedish house and the Swedish Sta.'Yldard 1978. 

The vagaries of our climate dictate that during the middle months of 

the year, knmm euphemistically as SlL'11r.'1er ,i t may sometimes be necessary to 

open a vlindm'l to increase the ventilation rate and counteract excessive 

solar heat gains. So we will, for some time at least, have openable 

vTindows with their unlegislated gaps, vJhen closed. 

Flues and chimneys ventilate b;)r both vrind and stack effects. 

are normally terminated in regions of negative 1'Jind pressure so in 

They 

general are outlet routes although exceptionally they may aQ~it fresh air. 

Purpose provided ventilators are usually sized to give a flow of air 

su:fficient for the safe operation of a gas burning device or to reduce air

borne moisture to a satisfactory level or to control the quality of air l'lithin 

the house b;t diluting contaminants, body odours, carbon dioxide, cigarette 

smoke, etc., to acceptable levels. 

In houses ";ri thout open flues an important contributor to the open area 

is the cracks around external openings. B'J external ,,,e I7lean those vlhich 

communicate uith the outside of the building or with freely ventilated spaces, 

such as the roof void. 

By no means an insignificant contributor and sometines a dominant one is 

the so-called background area. This is made up of hairline cracks in the 

structure ,·ffiic..l-J. themselves I7lay change ",ith time, gaps around seI'ITice pipes and 

electrical fittings. Other major background areas are associated with 

pathvlays from the sub-floor space or the Hall cavity to the house. These 

include gaps betv.reen floor boards and ~round skirting boards and cracks or 

gaps ar01.md the ends of floor or cei1i:r"" .~oists. Some houses have solid 

Halls and floors.In these cases the nu.rnber if not the importance of background 
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<,.reas may be diminished. 

It is customary to collect open areaS together and to express them as an 

effective open area. This depends soneHhat on the physical dimensions of the 

opening. The floH through openinGs depends on the nature of the openings. It 

is assumed for most purposes to be proportional to the square root of the 

applied pressure. This approximation improves with the size of the opening. 

T:lork at Hatson House has led to the qualification of cracl::: types and their 

quantification into crack floH equations. 

CONTROLLTIm V:::JlTILATION 

Accepting that control of the Heather is not yet possible the control of 

ventilation falls into two categories, the use of mechanical ventilation 

systems and the regulation of open areas. 

Ventilators installed to comply with Safety Regulations must not be 

interfered I'Tith but the gaps around room openings may be. The ERE asserts 

that ventilation may be reduced by up to ;'?, a.c.h~ by sealing the principal 

external doors "vTi th proprietary foam strips. He ourselves have some 

quantitative information regarding the effect of sealing external doors and 

windows to i'1hich He \'1i11 return later. 

An alternative control philosophy is to use a mechanical system to 

supply air to and/or remove air from the house at the desired rate. lluch 

of the recent Nork in the SEGAS Test House has been geared tovlards the 

evaluation of mechanical systems and their impact on the ventilation rateQ 

He shall reviei"l this after a short digression to discuss methods of measuring 

ventilation rate. 

VENTILATION RATE l·mASUREI·TEl-rr 

As stated earlier, the assessment of ventilation heat loss must be 

founded upon a secure lmovvledge of ventilation rates. This section discusses 

briefly l'1hat l-1e term manual methods of ventilation rate measurement f the final 

section vdll deal with the current trend towards automating these methods. 

There are tHO basic methods of measuring air infiltration rates, air 

movement methods (8) and tracer gas techniques. The former, involve the 

measurement of the instantaneous air velocity at several point s around the 

dwelling from \'lhich the pattern of air movement is determined and the 

ventilation rate inferred. The variations in methodology reflect the 

instruments used to measure air veloCity. 



The latter, tracer gas techniques can be divided into 3 types, rate of 

decay, equilibrium concentration and transfer index methods. 

The transfer index method (9) deter~nes the timn inteGral of tracer 

concentration at a site distant fro~ the release point of 1!- knot-m volume of 

contaminant. The reciprocal of the transfer index is the effective 

ventilation. The advantage of this r.lethod is that no assumption about mixing 

of tracer and room air is inherent. Indeed recirculation is specifically 

accounted. '1'he disadvantages are many measurement points are needed to 

complete the picture and the tests are either of long duration or need 

continuous measurement of concentration at several points. 

The equilibrium concentration method (1 0) involves the release of 

tracer gas 1!-t a fixed rate until equilibrium is reached. At this point the 

ventilation rate may be calculated from the release rate and the equilibriu~ 

concentration. If the mixing bett-Ieen the tracer and t~e room air is perfect 

then the equilibrium concentration "rill be equal at all points. 

The advantage of this method is that a single measurement suffices if 

the mixing is perfect. The disadvantar;es are that a long time is essential 

to the attain~ent of equilibrium so that problems may arise regarding the 

control of the tracer floH rate. It is cLifficul t to guarantee steady ..... eather 

conditions throughout the test duration. 

The rate of decay technique has been Hidely used. The reason for this 

being the quite detailed information i·Jhich may be extracted from a tractable 

technique. The test space, anything from a room to a \'1hole house, is first 

filled Hith a uniform concentration of tracer. The change of tracer 

concentration Hith time is determined by discreet or continuous sampling 

techniques. 

In a test space, ,mere, all the air change is due to the infiltration 

of fresh air, the tracer used is not a bundant in the atrnos~here, the mixing 

is perfect and. the Heather conditions are stable, the ventilation rate can 

be obtained from the relationship 

C(t ) is t h e concer.tration of tracer at time t 

Co the initial concentration 

R the air change rate 

R is best e:dracted. from a semi- lo:::,:::.rithmic plot of concentration, 

relative, C( t )/ Co , or absolute, C( t ) , i n arbitrary units, ClG1!-inst time. 

The neGative of the slope is the air chang e rate 
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7he qu~litics needed for the ideal tracer gas are that it should be:-

2~ily detectable 

ilot harmful in the concentrations used 

Si:lilar in density and physical properties to 2.ir 

Tr,crt 

l'ot present in the atmosphere 

l:ot adsorbed by the fabri c of the test space 

Cheap and easily obtainable 

IIo gas fulfills all these requirements but some are a good approximation 

and have found Hide usage as tracer gases. The fol1moJ'ing table lists some 

of the commonly used gases, their methods of detection and references to 

further readins. 

T R..!tCER GASES 

Tracer Gas Detector Reference 

Hydrogen/Heli urn Katharometer 11, 12 

Carbon Dio):icle/ 
1':i trous O::ic..e Infra-red 13, 14 

Sulphur He::afluoride Electron captive 15 
Sf Krypton, 41 Ar"'on Geiger tube 16 

1{;ethane/ Ethane Flame ionization/infra-red 17 

TO i.'[IX OR NOT TO lUX? 

There are probably as many opinions about the benefits of mechanically 

mixing tracer gas and room air as there are people who make measurements. 

Eost methods of analysis are simplified by uniformity of tracer concentration 

or rely on it. 

In still air the mixing mechanism is diffusion which can be very slov[ 

and varies from gas to gas. In a ventilated room air currents will assist 

the mixing, in an heated and ventilated room thermal currents will add 

their contribution. 

:li thout r.:ixing it i s possible for the tracer to become trapped at a 

particular level in the room air. If there is a temperature and thus a 

density gradient or if the tracer is unduly more or less dense than air the 

tracer gas ~ay become stratified. If this occurred the measurement of 

tracer concentration would be a sensitive function of the location and type 

of sa~plinG apparatus. 
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Some advocate the use of mixing fans to stir the house contents at the 

stage "rhere the Gas is first in,;ected (1 ~ ), others prefer to mix the air 

continually (19) and still others prefer the do nothing option (20). This latter 

approach disrupts the natural path,\I1ays and interactions as little as possible. 

It is the nost satisfying but least practicable approach. It resembles the 

old paradox, that you cannot knON the taste of a pear without changing it 

by eating it. ~o measure the subtle movements of air into and out of a 

house one needs must affect them in order to know them with confidence. 

J .B. Dick (21), the pioneer of post-"Tar ventilation research, Vias of the 

opinion that nixing fans were unnecessary. Our experience, to be related 

in the next section has tended towards the partial use of mixing fans. 

Some advantages and disadvantages of mixing fans are summarized beloH:-

Advantages 

The tracer gas concentration is 
uniform and thus may be sampled 
at one point 

Stratification is avoided 

Disadvantages 

The air flow paths are destroyed 

Streams of air may impinge upon 
room openings 

ifi thout the use of mixing fans it is necessary to sanple the air in a 

room or house at many points to arrive at a mean concentration of tracer. 

Different parts of a room may be subject to different ventilation mechanisns 

and thus different rates. The use of a mixing fan gives a better average 

result but affects the ventilation rate in an unknmm and unknowable Hay. 

'.mOLE HOUSE V:stlTILATION RATE 1,~EASUrtE!,3lT 

In this section we ,viII review some of the experimental results obtained 

from the Segas Test House. \'[e will re-cover much of the ground trodden 

so far putting examples to the generalities. lde vrill discuss our methods 

of estimation of Hhole house ventilation rates and look at the effects of 

mechani cal s:rst em s on that rat e • He discuss, also, the necessity for 

sealing of room openings when mechanical ~Jstems are used and the effect of 

this sealing on air infiltration rates. The aim of the i:l0r!C I;Tas to measure 

the extent to '\"Thich the mechanical ventilation systems modified the ventilation 

rate of the house. 

THE S3GAS T::!3T IIOUS:s.; 

This is a four-bedroomed town house of conventional construction about 

10 years old. The ground floor is suspended above a cellar space but the 

boards, gaps around serlTices and skirting boards have been sealed. The doors 
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and Hindovls are of a conventional type. The walls are 11" cavity construction. 

The basic heating unit of the house is a gas-fired boiler, the emitters are 

steel panel radiators. Figure 3 ShOHS the plan of the house. The ground 

floor has entrGll1ce hall, kitchen ancl a lounge/dining room i'1hich may be 

partitioned. The upper floor contains the toilet, bathroom and 4 bedrooms. 

The house is equipped with several ventilation systems:-

Extract System 

Supply System 

Harm Air System 

r.1EASUR"El,IENT 12l'HO DS 

drawing air from the bathroom, toilet and 

ldtchen through adjustable registers. The 

fan is in the attiC, 

supplies fresh air via an air handling unit 

in the basement through rectangular nozzles 

and out behind the radiators in all rooms, 

except the hall and those with extract registers, 

101"1 pressure Na.I'm air semi-stub duct with outlets 

in all rooms. The air is heated via an heat 

exchanger in the basement. 

The technique employed was a tracer gas decay method using Helium tracer 

detected with a Katharometer (Cambridge Instruments). 

To compute the whole house ventilation rate 1'le needed to measure the 

individual room ventilation rates. He had 6 Katharometers and these Here 

assigned to the most important rooms. In the remaining rooms samples of 

air '!,'lere taken at discrete time intervals for later analysis. Sampling 

lines were located at the geometric centre of each room. 

It was inevitable that a certain subjectivity should enter the choice 

of rooms in which continuous records of tracer gas concentration ·.'JOuld be 

made. Our policy 1-TaS to use Katharometers in the dOi"instairs rooms and in 

the upstairs rooms on the vrindvmrd side of the house. These being the rooms 

~ost likely to admit fresh air. 

Helium was injected into all rooms to achieve a uniform concentration 

of about 0.5% throughout the house. Tests were continued for about 1 hour, 

5 ::1inutes of whi ch Has taken up by the mixing time and samoling time of the 

detectors. 1:;i xing fans ,'rere used in the dmmstairs rooms. 

For each room a semi-lOGarithmic plot of concentration against time 

'.TaS produced. '1'1';0 methods ,,:ere then used to extract from these plots 

a figure to \-Thich could be ascribed the label, uhole house ventilation rate. 
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:Jiffi culty of analysi s ar:) s e not vIi th those rooms 1.;hose sole supply 

of air is from outside since t he uIot was linear Hith Cl. slope the nCf'2,tive 

of the air infiltration rate, but Hi th those rooms that were subject to 

varyinG ventilation conditions, s Ol':'l8times admittinG fresh air and sometimes 

consti tuting a path\-lay for out:;oinr; house air. Those rooms that acted 

solely as outgoing routes were of no concern in calculating the ventilation 

rate since the fresh air is accounted for as it enters the house. 

The two methods we used 1'Jere: Firstly, to look at the wind direction, 

shape of the decay curve and STT,okp. vi sualiza.tion tests to determine those 

rooms into which fresh air entered. If any doubt existed or if the room 

was of intermediate type, sometimes ad~itting fre&~ air, sometimes an outflow 

path, then it was included in t he summation. This gave an upper bound. 

The second method was based on that of Dick (21). This method necessitates 

close attention to the first portion of the decay curve during which time 

the concentration of the tracer gas has not changed greatly from its initial 

value. For rooms vnth fresh air intake the semi-logarithmic plot is linear 

with a negative slope. For rooms that are outgoing the initial slope is 

zero since air coming from other parts of the house has the same concentration 

of tracer gas. As time passes the slope vdll reflect the average ventilation 

rate of those rooms that connect ,'1i th it. 

plots. 

FIGURE 4 

Figure 4 shows some typical decay 
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3y a series of tests such as these Ne measured the natural ventilation 

rate of the house in a variety of "reather conditions. Some of the tests 

Here done with the house in its natural state, some after the house had been 

draught-proofed by sealing the windows with tape and the front and back doors 

,·d th proprietary foam strips. 

THE EFFEOr OF SEALDTG 

The natural ventilation rates measured in the house after the application 

of the sealing measures when compared with the results for the unsealed house 

r:;ave a direct measure of the effectiveness of the sealing measures. The range 

of values thus calculated showed that sealing the doors and Irindm-rs reduced the 

ventilation rate by between 30 and '~5%, the average reduction being 34%. This 

example illustrates the important contribution made by the background areas to 

the total open area of this particular house. It illustrates too, the dangers 

of 'calculating' ventilation rates for houses from a knovTledge of the open area 

of doors and vrindm·rs alone (1). The other important consequence of these 

findings is that the m~~i~~ reduction in ventilation rate that weatherstripping 

this particular house could produce was only 34~:;. To reduce it further it Vlould 

oe necessary an~ difficult to seek out hairline cracks and small gaps all over 

the house. In this house such additional measures are unlikely to be cost 

effective. 

Tests were done on three mechani cal s:'.Jstems. These \'lere, the supply system, 

balanced to give an house air change rate of about one per hour, the extract 

system, removing about I house volume per hour mostly from the kitchen and the 

conbined supply and extract systems both operating at a rate of I h-1. All 3 

s7Tstems were tested on the house in its sealeo. and unsealed states providing 

further evidence on the efficacy of sealing and highlighting the need for stringent· 

sealing to accor.:pany the installation of a mechani cal system. 

Some verJ interesting results emerged fron these experiments. A fuller 

'ln2.lysis is to be ;'!,iven else\·rhere (22) here the major conclusions are presented. 

In general the meaffilred ventilation rates for the mechanical systems were 

;'..i:o:her than the corresponding natural ventile,tion result under conparable 'death er 

condi tions. The ventilation rates for all three mechanical systems Here higher 

t~an the design rate. Of the 3 systems, the extract seemed to be the least 

tmattractive. .<'\n ideal rnechani('.al system ' .. rould provide the desi ,gn air change 

rc-te regardless of the Heather condition. 'fl1.e extract system exceeded the desi ,?1 

re,te by the least, the combined supply 2nd e~::tract system exceeded the design 

rate by the greatest amount, sometimes by as rmc!1. as 1.5 a. c.h. -4. The combined 
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:-;~~:-;tG!TI diu not ;",.ffeet th8 ureSSllrc ,,,ithin the house and so its effect added 

0'1 to t'1e na.turctl ventilation. Th8 extract system tended to clenressurize 

ni'.rts of the hO'use 8.nd it remains surpris::'nc:- that it should be the best of the 

G~~e!TIs that ~';erc tested. 

The results Mentioned are preliminary and represent a minimal data base, 

:mt the overall trends remain valid. The resnlts indicate tha,t the problem 

of the interaction of a mechanical system "rith the natural ventilation is a 

complex process. 

The earlier c.iscu.ssion sho~1ed some of the limitations of the tracer gas (leca~r 

technique and some of its difficu.lties. To overcome some of these problems 

,-Te devised an automated ventilation measu.reinp; apparatus whic."'1 1-nll be described 

at the end of the next and final section after a revie,,, of concu.rrent 

developments tm·R.rO.s automating air infiltration measurements. 
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AUTOUATED MEI'HODS 

In this section i'1e vrill discuss 3 automated methods of air infiltration 

measurement. The main impetus for automating ventilation measurement is 

the long time scale necessary fully +'0 understand the effects of Heather 

parameters and the labour intensive nature of the a..">lalysis of these results of 

t~acer decay tests. Automated methods can reveal additional information and 

this is discussed below. 

HOHITA r S MErHO D 

Honma's fiIethod (24) used CO2 as the tracer gas and used it in the form 

of a solid. The dry-ice viaS heated by an electric hotplate so that the heat 

input and thus the gas release could be determined Ttlith some precision. The 

methocl vlas applicable to multi-cell dwellings. Equipment to produce and 

1':1l.:: the CO2 was installed in each room. Honma's experiments used a mixing 

fan at the outlet of the polyst~Tene box containing the solid CO2 to ensure 

thorough mixing of the tracer gas with the room air. He also found it 

preferable to heat the CO2 gas to a point at I'7hich its density ",JaS comparable 

to that of air to overcome Cl. tendency to stratification. The concentration 

of CC2 in each room I'JaS :neasured every 10 minutes. Honma's test space 

consisted of 3 rooms in a line, room 2 was the nid.cUe one. 

Assuming a knowledge of the concentration at time t1 and t2 and the rate 

of Gas production in room 2 in the time interval then the gas concentration 

in room 2 can be calculated as: 

C22.V 2 = C12 ·V2 + ~'12.Lh + (C11 .;)21 + Co .))20 + C:13 ))23 -C~ 2.)-2 02) £)t 

l~here 

Cti is the concentration in room i at time t 

V 2 is the room volu.ne 

':1 2 is the gas production rate 

Y i j are the various flm-, rat e s int 0 and out of the room. 

~quations such as that a~ove may be set up each tine the concentration 

is measured. Together I'ri th continuity equations they may be treated as a 

linear system if the concentration measurements are made at short intervals and 

if the changes in concentration may be taken as linear. 

In practice the equations MUst be reduced to a system of linear 

Qifferential e~~ations and solved by a computer program. The resultant 
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of <.11 this effort is the r-or.l'01ete soluti on of the fIoH e'1Uations. From 

t i1iG He obtain not only ti'lc ventil?"tion rate but also some idea of the cross

ventilation flOi-Ts. 

IlA:1.t1J:::, HUNT, TR'SPJXl, ~!ALr::= 

iIarrje et al ( 2[ ) use SF ,. as a tracer gas and have automated the tracer 

Gac decay technique. SF!) is injected in controlled volumes at discreet time 

inteI"V'als and the rate of change of tracer gas "nth time is found by automatic 

sn . .'npling and measurement usinG Cl. gas chromatograph and an electron capture 

detector. The timing sequence is provided by electroni c cam ti:ners. 

corr.xm, GRJT.rS;:{UIJ, SHERI.'IAl"1 t I::.J\ITIIERUD 

F 3. Con don and co-1·mrkers (2 6) have developed an automated controlled

flm: air infiltration measureMent system with the possibility of use to 

stud~, concentration .decay, continuous flow in a single chamber and in a 

multi-cell d~velling . Their system is built around a microprocessor 

controller and useS Nitrous Oxide tracer gas and a l-liran analyser. 

The control strategy that is aiLopted is to adjust the gas flOt, rate to 

cause the concentration to move tm'lards a range of target concentrations. 

The update inteI"V'al fro:.-. the r-ci.croprocessor must e::-:ceed the mixing time of 

the test space to prevent resonance and other instabilities. They do not 

use mixing fans. The gas is ir.jected in kno'Vm quantities by releasing a 

calibrated dunp volume of ga,s into the test space. 

Assuming perfect mixing, the volume of the test space, V, times the 

change in concentration is the difference betvleen the amount of tracer gas 

injected into the space, F, and the amount lost by ex:filtration, VAC 

v dC 
dt = F - VAC 

re-arranging this gives: 

R = AV 
F 

= C 
V dC 

- C dt 
If the floN rate can be controlled to keep C constant, dC 

dt vanishes 

and the ex:filtration rate is simply the flov] rate over t!le concentration. 

Having measured the e)~iltration Rate, R, the effective volume of the 

space may be determined. In the absence of a measurement this is taken 

as the total volume less that of any cupboardsr furniture, fittings,etc. 
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· :r.~rC'..np;'in8' the ,:)reviol1s equation H~ get: 

v= F-C1 

:)y ad,justinr: F to cause a rapid chanr;e in C. then, dCI dt can have a 

Gi (;nifica.nt value and V can be determinec. . This apparatus can thus be used 

to produce the mean ventilation rate and the effective volume of the test 

space. To date the system has been tested on a single-celled test space. 

The automatic ventilation measurement apparatus that He are developine 

C':t S"SGAS, as pari of a project sponsored by i"L'\TSON HOUSE, is based on a 

similar principle to the system just described. He elected to use Nitrous 

O~dcle as the tracer gas and to use Infra-reo. detection. In our case a 

Leybold Herraeus d.etector is used. The cHffer'3!lces between our system and 

that previously cLescribed lie in; the scope of the system, the facility to 

perform multiple (;as experiments and the computer control. 

P}llfCIPL::!:; AIID SCOP~ OF THE SEGAS SYSTUi 

The basic prinCiple behind the method is to have a direct measure of 

ventilation rate rather than a sub.iective inferential one. To do this "le 

::taintain the level of Hi trous Oxid.e tracer gas constant throughout the test 

l:ouse. By this strategy the effect of air novement from cell to cell within 

the house is eli:ninated since all air in the house has an identical 

concentration of tracer gas. It is this movement of air ,·n thin the house that 

renders uncerie.in the tracer gas decay techniq:ue. In the automatic control and 

r:casurement system that vre are developing onl~.T the. incoming fresh air is 

neasured and indeed the air is measured only in the room 't'lherei."lto it enters. 

The volume of air entering each cell or room of the house is directly 

:oroportional to the volume of tracer gas that is injected to maintain the 

tar,,;,et concentration. 

Our system can control tracer ~s concentration and thus measure fresh air 

infiltration in :tp to 12 interconnecting rOO::1S simultaneously. Gas is injected 

1):.' ~':ay of a pressure ecraalizin"!, nanifold a."ld. through lines of equal length (and 

resistance) into each room. The control of caG concentration is effected by 

var:ying the duration of the injection perioc.. Thi s can be any \lhole number of 

seconds from (. to 63. The room air is sanp1ec1 through continuously purged lines 

on a 6 second cycle. Solenoid valves control the sampling ",..nee injection 

~rocesses. The ~ir supply 1ines are connected to the analys8r through a 

12-1cg--ed spic.er! 
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:':llT ;:.n:X.1-rr:.t·.'~ . .::> controlled b~' a r:~rC2.le:: ne.ta l,or~r;cr/]Tov2, Minicomputer 

C·rstcM. rl'he inc'.ividual solenoid valves <,..xc 2,ctivateo by a c':lr1r'.ncl from th~ 

cor:r:mter Hhich o')erates 8..Yl isolatinc" rel;:,,~r to ,!hich the valve is connectei. 

'='1:8 sa."1pline valves are openerl, in sequence, for 6 seconds. '1'110 injection v2-lve 

o;:lcni.n.:-; times arc computed, using incorporated al[;,ori thrns, froT:1 a knol'llecL<:-:e of 

t!1C present value of tracer concentration <:mel the previous one. 

Preliminar:i e::ncriment s \vi th the systcn !lave shovm that lJasi c control 

strategy is sound at the time of ',rriting 1Je 112'(1 ,just begun to record information 

on the effect of veather para..'11eters on natural ventilation rates. 

:1JLTIPLE GAS ,"::;~~EIENTS 

Single gas experiments based on controlling concentration can yield room 

ventilation re-tos or, by summation, \-1hole house ventilation rates. The importance 

of cross flm.,ys ca.'YJ. be ascertained from controlled injection experiments, like 

t!'lose of Honma, or from mul-tiple gas techniques ,-lhere more than one gas is 

injected into certain rooms. The primar;:r trE'.cer is used to deternine the room 

ventilation rate ?..nd the secondary tracer to investigate the destination of air 

leaving the room. This t:rpe of experiment is to be used to determine the role 

()'f the loft space in house ventilation and could be used to ascertain f1m-1s 

from the ground floor to the first floor, or from one room to any other in the 

house. 

T~IE FUTURE 

This type of automated system has, "re believe, a great future due 

principally to the ease ,d th which one can produce a value for ventilation rate 

of any simple or complex space running from one room up to 12 inter-connecting 

rooms. There is no reason to stop at 121 although our experience 1'lould suggest 

thc.t 12 is a reasonable upper limit. The ventilation rate obtained from using 

the system is aVe.ila,ble after 1 hour and a further result is available in every 

succeeding hour. ~~e value of air infiltre.tion is, based on a direct measurement, 

free of subjective assessment and bereft of unnecessary human labour. 

IF CXllJCLUSION 

':le have shmm the present and future sisnifi cance of ventilation heat 

loss, discussed cauSes of ventilation and. Hays of controlling it. 

~eriments performed in the SSGAS Test House have been rev-iel'1ed. These 

1:.::-"e s.."-01,m hm'l mec'hanica1 ventilation systeMS affect the natural processes. 

In the last section 1're indicated the current trend to"1ards automation and 

r:-1i;:rpsed some of the future benefits of usine: such automated s:rstems in terms 

of the eas~ and accuracy of measurement. 
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